Attempted Suicide Pact by Married couple: A Case Study
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Abstract

Suicide pact or a double suicide refers to the joint, actively induced death of two individuals at approximately the same time by mutual consent. News regarding these incidents is often found in media though scarcely published in medical literature. We report a psychiatric case history of a couple who attempted a suicide pact.
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INTRODUCTION

Suicide pact or a double suicide refers to the joint, actively induced death of two individuals at approximately the same time by mutual consent.1,2 We often get media reports regarding these incidents; but they are rarely discussed in medical literature.2-5 Similarities and differences of suicide pacts from individual suicidal acts have been debated for last 50 years.5-7 Some regard homicidal quality to be the key factor in suicide pact; while other consider it to be typically absent.5 Literature has shown frequency of suicide pacts to be 0.6-4 percent.4,5,6 They are usually found to be ironically associated with romantic, dramatic and colorful stories.7 The majority of suicide pact victims and survivors are married, socially isolated, with a serious physical or mental illness in one or both partners.1,3,4,6,8-11 We report a psychiatric case history of a couple (husband and wife) who attempted an impulsive act of suicide pact.

CASE HISTORY

Mr. K, a 19 year male and Mrs. S, 20 year female were referred to psychiatry OPD of Dhulikhel Hospital, Kathmandu University Hospital from Medicine Department. Both of them, husband and wife, married for 1 year, were brought to Emergency department two days before. They were spotted by their relatives in unconscious state, at a place away from home. Empty bottles of ‘Novan’ (Organophosphorus compound) were found nearby. Thinking it to be most likely case of attempted suicide pact, detailed history was taken from both of them separately and again in combination. Later corroborative history was attempted with their guardians (K’s father and S’s mother). Following Mental Status Examination, the Intentional Self Harm (ISH) attempted by the couple was considered to be an impulsive act of low intentionality and lethality; and possibility of personality disorder and mild depression was kept in mind. They were prescribed low dose SSRI (Sertraline 25mg) along with Risperidone 0.5mg and scheduled for Supportive Psychotherapy.
As per the history, S, Bachelor in Management student, and K, 10+2 Science student, resident of the same village in Kavre, had been in love relationship for last 2-3 years. After the boy cleared 11th standard and the girl passed 12th standard, they decided to make the relationship permanent and social through marriage. Both their parent were aware of their relationship; but against their marriage, as the boy was younger to the girl and they were in different streams of education. However, constant pressure and threat made them reluctantly consent for the marriage.

As reported by K’s father, K had always been of difficult temperament since childhood; stubborn and demanding, in comparison to his sister. He never complied with his parents’ suggestion to study at Banepa, but went on choosing colleges from Bhaktapur to Kathmandu. He was staying with his unmarried sister in a rented flat at Banepa. Lately, he had been asking for a Motorbike or letting them take a room at Kathmandu as it would be easy to reach their colleges. Father was against this as he could not afford taking two different rented quarters, nor could he buy a Motorbike soon. These factors always brought quarrel in their home whenever they were together during weekends. Apart from these, there was no history of substance use or family history of suicide or any other mood/psychotic illnesses.

S’s mother, on the other hand, reported that S had been doing well in her studies and family/social life. However, after exposure of her relationship with K in the family, she started becoming more arrogant and impulsive; and her academic performances started declining. When her parents decided not to let her marry K, she threatened to end her life. She moved away from home and stayed at her maternal uncle’s home. However, there was no history of substance use or family history of any kind of psychiatric illnesses.

After marriage, both K and S stayed in K’s flat along with his sister. Constant tension was reported between these two ladies over household works. One day before the incident, there was small verbal quarrel between these two on the issue of dinner preparation. K’s father also shouted at S for making a scene over trivial matter. Later, both of them (K and S) went out of home and took food in a restaurant. The next morning, they went to Kathmandu (as usual in college time). After reaching Kathmandu, K suggested S not to attend the college. Both of them went for a movie but left the cinema hall before interval. Meanwhile, K asked S if she was ready to go to Dolalghat which she accepted. K went to a seed shop asking S to wait in the street. He bought two bottles of Novan.

When they were in the bank of river, K started crying bitterly in front of S. Suddenly, he asked if S loved him. S was amazed because of his sudden inquiry. Later, K told that family and society were against their love so they should die together on the spot to make their love immortal. He took out the bottles he had bought in the shop and suggested both of them take simultaneously.

According to S, though she was very much depressed with the incident the day before, she had never thought of committing suicide. She was not aware of what K had bought in the shop but she was worried something might have been going on in K’s mind as he had been mysteriously quiet throughout the day which was not typical of him. But, his sudden suggestion of ending their life together made her emotional and she took hold of the bottle and both of them consumed together. After consumption of small sip, S started vomiting while K was unconscious. A ringtone in K’s mobile made S aware of the happenings around. She received the call, which was from K’s maternal uncle. She became hopeful of life and told everything to the caller who came to rescue them and brought both of them to the hospital. Still, many more needs to open up to reach a definite diagnosis of the case which we hope to gain in subsequent psychotherapy sessions.

DISCUSSION
Suicide attempts are more common in young adults. It has been considered to be one of the commonest causes of untimely death among young people. Common methods of suicide are poisoning, hanging, drowning; rarer ones being jumping from a cliff, shooting or self-stabbing. They can occur as an isolated episode or as a form of dyadic deaths. Suicide pact needs to be differentiated from the other forms of “Dyadic death”; i.e., suicide clusters, accidental deaths of relatives associated
with suicide gesture of another person, simultaneous suicide (independent decision of close friends suffering from depression), mass suicides (in those involving cults); and Homicide-suicide (actively induced death of two or more individuals without the consent of the other, as in family suicide). An essential feature of suicide pact is the mutual consent; but as it cannot always be clinically differentiated from homicide-suicide, recent studies do not distinguish between the two.

Though daily newspapers bring the incidents of suicides by frustrated individuals, childless couples, disappointed lovers or family suicide related to poverty or economic hardship in media, they are rarely reported in medical journals. It may be due to the fact that when both parties die, investigations are usually carried out by the police and law rather than by medically trained personnel and medicos are uncomfortable interviewing survivors of pacts and/or their families.

Analysis of available literature revealed that frequency of suicide pacts to be greatest in Japan; mostly lovers’ pacts. Majority of such pacts in the West were of husbands and wives, while in India, friends’ pacts were the maximum. No medical report of such pacts has been found in Nepali medical literature. In the last three years (June 2010-June 2013), in Dhusikhel Hospital, we came across 242 cases of Intentional Self Harm (89 cases in last 6 months, January to June 2013), two of the studies related to suicide are published; but this was the first incident of attempted suicide pact we came across, which was spouses’ pact.

High degree of mutual social isolation, termed as “encapsulated unit”; which might be the only substrate for their entire social life, has been frequently observed circumstance in most of the double suicide cases. This kind of mutual dependence is capable of turning every external threat to the unit (due to the critical events like loss of home, health deterioration or rejection of relationship) into the factor which may provoke the joint suicide.

Although such pact is generally carried out by mutual consent, one of the partners (who is dominant in the relationship, commonly male) usually induces the action and is the one actively carrying out the action in most cases.

In our case, the husband (K) was the active member and initiator of the pact. Sometimes, suicide pacts have also been found to occur between complete strangers after negotiation through the internet which is called as internet suicides.

Mental disorder is common in those who enter suicide pacts, usually the inducer; and the relief of mental disorder (with or without external stressor), pain and fear of dissolution of the dependent relationship, are considered to be the main motivation behind such pacts. Some studies have shown depression and substance use disorder common in those pact attempters; while others show high prevalence of borderline and narcissistic personality traits.

In our report, most probably the husband has impulsive traits along with depression and the wife has borderline traits; and the couple would benefit from psychotherapeutic interventions along with low dose antidepressants.

As with any kind of psychiatric illnesses, suicide in general and suicide pact in particular, are both influenced by the cultural background and social factors. In our case, the couple with emotionally unstable personality traits having family and social situation in which love marriage was not well accepted, might have been the predisposing factor to decide to end their life together in a place away from home.

CONCLUSION:
Health professionals in general and psychiatrists in particular, need to assess the risk of suicide pact especially while encountering any couple sharing dependent relationship and presenting with any emotional issues that is likely to threaten integrity of such relation. The uniqueness and rarity of suicide pact makes it more challenging to understand why such incident happened.
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